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Abstract. S. Kuznets wrote that structural changes are the central element in the
process of development and the most important part of the growth model. They
can hinder the growth, if carried out too slowly or inefficiently, but they can also
promote economic growth if the distribution of resources gets better. The article
has presented the authors' attempts to present new approaches to modeling the
institutional behavior of economic agents. Different approaches and views on
economic growth and economic development in their application to institutional
changes are considered. The descriptive method explains the hypothesis of the
dominant role of social innovations (primarily institutional changes) in social and
economic development. Significance of sociocultural capital in the context of
contemporary knowledge economy is potentiated. The conclusion is that
transition countries must use exemplary models and civilization achievements of
institutional changes in developed countries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The opening note of this article clearly shows that most of S. Kuznets’ economic ideas concerned
economic growth. However, here we still need to keep in mind some other statements of the same author
(e.g., Kuznets, 1996, p. 445): without political democracy and civil freedoms implementation of real
institutional changes will be impossible. This obviously shows that the overall situation around economic
growth is not simple and depends on many factors at the same time. Moreover, dynamic interdependencies
here exact not only between the factors of economic growth but also between its key elements. We can
present economic development as a sum of: economic growth, long-term prospective, structural changes,
institutional changes and environmental sustainability. And interrelation of structural and institutional
changes should be considered exactly in this context. Apart from this, in this article we stem from the
popular today view of the neoinstitutionalists (for example, North, 2005) that institutional changes must be
in priority to structural changes.
On the top of that, we will be operating S. Kuznets’ ideas concerning the role of structural changes
and also his rather smart idea that without the human factor/capital and the processes of its reproduction
economic development simply cannot be modelled or tracked. On the ideas of Kuznets we can track the
evolution in understanding the importance of social sphere (social structures) which essentially requires
institutes and also takes part in their formation, so that later institutes can serve as regulators, coordinators
and limiters of human and organizational behavior. Besides that, institutes are forming a flexible supporting
structure (or set of structures) for further interaction of individuals joined into special-interest groups.
Kuznets’ views have been widely discussed, supported and/or opposed, in literature, especially his idea
to treat economic development by certain periods. These periods are connected to economic &
technological cycles which Kuznets himself named “long swings” (Kuznets, 1958). Later on, another
famous economist and the Nobel prize winner of 1979 U.A. Lewis called those „Kuznets cycles“ already
(according to: Abramovitz, 1966, p. 520). Here we also would like to quote another of his rather interesting
thoughts, namely, that „contemporary economic growth forces us to take action so that to solve the emering
conflicts and also in relation to always newly created changes in economy and social structure... Continuity
of technological innovative features in today's economic growth and in social innovations eases the
necessary adaption and is probably the most important factor impacting economic and social structure”
(translated from Russian, quote from Laureaty Nobelevskoy premii po ekonomike, 2007, p. 98).
Thus, we can state that Simon Kuznets was among the first (or maybe even the very first) to use the
term „social innovations“. And in our article here we will try to analyze those so that to determine how
these social innovations are related to institutional innovations. This is especially relevant and highly
important for the post-socialistic countries, most of which are still having troubles with reaching a decent
rate of economic growth and/or economic development. In other words, studying similarities and
differences between thes two notions we would like to try to explain the key reasons behind the obvious
failures of post-socialistic reforms. At this, we initially assume that one of the key reasons for these failures
is the deficit of institutional changes (institutional innovations), to which – probably – also belong social
innovations. This deficit has led to many contradictial or even paradoxal phenomena and also so-called
pseudo-innovations (which proved to be not temporary, as it was believed earlier (V. Polterovich (2012),
moreover, they directed the transition process into a long-term and complex crisis).
Many authors are applying the institutional approach when studying social capital (see e.g. Čábelková
& Strielkowski, 2013; or Čábelková, 2015). In this way they are able to discuss means and methods with
which formal and informal institutes influence social capital accumulation in the society or a social group.
Studies of many authors have already proved that sustainable economic development is possible only under
close partnership and cooperation of private business, society and the state (Niño-Amézquita et al., 2017).
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At this, the state is not only creating social benefits but it also helps forming long-term and efficient alliances
of various social groups and strata. In the countries with well-developed institutional pluralism there is
always strong social consensus which is essentially the balance of interests of various social classes and
groups when it comes to social product distribution, setting the minimum wage, transfer payments’
allocation etc. This social consensus guarantees there exists a certain level of social welfare which further
promotes investments’ growth, better investment climate, high rate of economic growth, etc. (Koudelková
et al., 2015; Nawrot, 2015)
And again, S. Kuznetz (1995) studied the relation between economic growth and social inequality.
While studying this relation it is important to pose the following questions: what is the role of the state
(represented by political and tax authorities) in wealth distribution? And what is the mission of social capital
in this regard? There can be many answers to that, actually. Some researchers outline four vital elements in
these relations: social networks, general norms, values and trust. Some other scientists are of the opinion
that three elements are needed for institutional relations – social networks, general norms and convictions,
and also two factors more are necessary for social capital formation – trust and rules (at all social levels).
Another additional factor of important influence is also experience (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Social capital components
Source: V. Draskovic, R. Jovovic, M. Draskovic and B. Jereb, 2013, p. 124.

2. THEORETICAL APPROACHES TO THE ROLE OF SOCIAL INNOVATIONS
(INSTITUTIONAL CHANGES) IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
As of today there is a general consensus in scientific circles concerning the overall importance of
institutes and their leading role in the development of national economy. But what is exactly their role and
how relevant it can be in relation to different levels and rates of economic development – this still needs to
be studied in more detail, since despite quite intensive theoretical research and avalaibility of substantial
empirical material, there is still no clear understanding why institutes are so important for economic growth.
One of the possible reasons for this gap in the related research is lack of theoretical basis for application of
institutional notions and also the impossibility of measuring exactly (that is, calculating) the influence of
institutes. As well noted by D. Acemoglu (2009) it can be partially explained by the fact that very notion of
institute is defined in literature (see, for example, Greif, 2006; Hodgson, 2006) as too broad, and the range
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of institutional forms and manifestations is also too broad, thus, it is rather difficult to allocate them a
specific place as applied to economic results.
Institutional changes and economic growth are, most probably, the most important components and
preconditions for economic development. However, this leads us logically to a question regarding casual
relations here: what is causing what in these relations, what is the cause, and what is the consequence –
institutes or development? These questions remain open for quite a while already. However, there is a
popular opinion that institutional shifts go first, then follows development (see e.g. Strielkowski &
Čábelková, 2015). Another, and also popular, opinion is that development determines the institutes (which
are in some sort of compliance with the actual level of economic system development). Both options are
equally convincing on paper (Chang Ha-Joon, 2005, 2011). The very history of many developed countries
supports the second variant, actually: in these countries the achievements of economic development opened
the way for further modernization of many institutes and formation of the institutional system as such, and
the latter quickly became relevant not as much to the developed economy, but more to the very strive for
further economic development, thus forming the need for further economic growth (Yerznkyan, 2013).
Taking this into account, we also need to note that the view on high and stable rates of economic growth
as the key factor of general social welfare increase and stabilization is not only popular but also has solid
empirical support. Besides, this view also complies with the central ideas of Kuznets' teachings.
Representatives of the new institutional economic theory (North, 1981, 1990) have already provided
enough proof that pluralistic, politically desirable and legally protected institutional environment
predetermined long-term economic growth. In other words, stably high rates of economic growth are not
cauasing institutional changes, on the opposite – they are the consequences of these changes. Rapid changes
in economic realia of the two recent decades, predetermined by exponential technological and organizational
changes and also by some of the global processes, have lead to paradigmal modifications in the economic
growth model.
The neoclassical model of growth by R. Solow (1956) emphasized the key role of technological
progress, and its author added to the already existing models (which used to emphasize the role of physical
capital and laborforce) the technological factor. According to his calculations, technological factor
predetermined about 4/5 of growth in case of American economy when calculated per one
worker/employee. R. Lucas (1988) emphasized the role of human capital, while R. Barro and Sala-i-Martin
(1997) described the meaning and role of technological diffusion. R. Barro (1990) also studied the role of
social infrastructure, while P. Romer (1990) described the role of innovation stimuli etc.
The contemporary theories of economic growth mention the following key decisive factors: institutes,
innovations, information (and some other) technologies and intellectual/human capital. This means that
here we can talk about the „model of four“ which reveals the causes of economic growth (Delibasic, 2014,
p. 9).
As presented by D. North (1997, p. 17), institutes are the „game rules“ for the society. Or, speaking
more formally, they are the limiting framework established by the people so that to organize and regulate
the relations between themselves. Therefore, these rules/frames are shaping all further incentives for human
interaction in any field – politics, social life or economic activities. In other words, this capacity of the
institutes to shape and structure social stimuli tells us, simply speaking, that any possibility of free individual
choice is, to a large extent, predetermined and limited by institutes. Social (inlcuding political, traditional,
moral, cultural and other) as well as economic institutes are directly and indirectly influencing on the
structure of economic incentives inside the society. D. North assumes that interpretation of institutes can
be actually two ways: institutes as informal limitations in a society (generally accepted norms, rules and
certain code of conduct) or institutes as formal (that is, created and introduced by people) rules.
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Informal institutes have the determining influence on our behavior. As same D. North one wrote, the
latter is to a great extent determined by the unwritten codes, norms and formalities (Ibid, p. 56) which
usually emerge from the information transmitted via certain social mechanisms and are part of that legacy
which we call culture (Ibid, p. 57). Cultures as our heritage are able to explain why formal institues, under
different circumstances, can lead to rather different results. Formal institutes (or, as D. North calls them –
rules) include political (and legal), economic rules and contracts. These rules have their own hierarchy –
from constituions to statutes, then to legislative acts and regular laws, then go decrees and orders, and finally
individual contracts and agreements. This overall hierarchy of rules poses both general and specific
limitations (Ibid, p. 68). D. Acemoglu, S. Johnson and J. Robinson (2004) proved, in this regard, that
societies with the economic institutes which promote the accumulation of innovation factors and increase
the efficiency of resources' distribution, have more chances to reach prosperity, and vica verse.

3. THE ACCOMPANYING CONCEPT OF SOCIOCULTURAL CAPITAL
Human is a social being and an inseparable element of social environment. This is why any human is
motivated not only by his/her own interests but also by habits, traditions and rituals, changes in the society
etc. Institutes are also important components of the same social environment.
The concept of sociocultural capital (sociocultural factors and social relations) explains the role of
individual and organizational social relations, collective actions and social integration as applied to
development. Sociocultural capital as a set of mostly informal institutes and social habits (which are certain
ethical, cultural, religious and civilizational values) predetermines all social changes – and thus, also
predetermines social and economic development (Acemoglu et al., 2003; North et al., 2009; Fukuyama,
2004, p. 21; Patnem, 1996, pp. 207-209). However, if this sociocultural capital is under the dominating
influence of public authorities – it can quickly become its own complete opposite – the barrier to
development, because economy and politics are closely interconnected in real life and tend to absord the
sociocultural capital, as stated in (Fukuyama, 1995, 2001).
Sociocultural capital includes knowledge, with its complex of normative means for knowledge
integration and identification, development, education, organization, communications etc. Sociocultural
capital has the capacity to mobilize and combine the capacities of individual and collective subjects. In its
traditional meaning, sociocultural capital is defined by the following factors: morale, ideology, culture,
religion, political regime, authority and trust to authorities, history of institutional changes, social
connections, knowledge and investment in knowledge (and/or in human capital) etc. This set of inmaterial
social resoures is essentially the environment surrounding and connecting both formal and informal
institutes. Such comprehensive understanding of the notion „sociocultural capital“ may serve as a
methodological and analytical connection between the notion „social innovations“ and „institutional
innovations“ (which are essentially institutional changes). Disregarding all their similarities and differences,
we are of the opinion that the deficit of all these innovations has lead to evolutionary crisis during the
transition phase in the post-socialistic countries and thus has also lead to restoration of some sort of quasiinstitutional monism (which is also quasi-market-oriented and quasi-liberal).
Due to mostly neglected role of sociocultural capital during the whole transition stage in the postsocialistic countries, their economies and societies found themselves following some sort of antidevelopment model which is essentially very paradoxal (Draskovich et al., 2016, pp. 103-111). Why did this
happen? Because the quality of sociocultural capital determines the level of real institutional changes. It is
sociocultural capital that provides sustainability to all institutes and development overall. Institutes as the
standards and regulators of individual behavior are determining the general direction of socioeconomic
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development. Together with people, institutes are important components of social environment. There is
enough empirical material and detailed research to prove that in the majority of post-socialistic countries
institutes have been developing very slowly, often insufficiently and also illogically, moreover, they were
often under the influence of alternative institutes. Many authors, including (Draskovic, 2014; Draskovic et
al., 2015; Delibasic, 2016; Draskovic, Draskovic, Bilan & Delibasic, 2016) see the major precondition for
such development in the anti-productive and anti-civilizational development of sociocultural capital as well
as in parallel domination of alternative (shadow) institutes, the latter getting only stronger due to growing
dominance of narrow, personal incentives over the truly social interests. Therefore, we have no doubts that
the deficit of institutes is the major limiting factor in the potential development of sociocultural capital in
these countries, thus, it is also a limiting factor for their socioeconomic development. Subjective (alternative,
and in some radical cases – simply criminal) institutes tend to ignore institutional norms of behavior and all
institutional changes as such. Dominance of these alternative institutes in the society proves there can be
institutional irrationality (Draskovic, 2014; Delibasic, 2014).
So, the key question is: who is to be blamed for this deformation of institutional structure and/or for
institutional underdevelopment which hinders all further development? Different authors suggest different
answers to this question, however, the most known and acknowledged economists (e.g., North, 1981;
Denzau, North, 1994; Friedman et al., 1998; Acemoglu et al., 2003; North et al., 2009) mention in this regard
the destructive nature of institutional imitations and some sort of “government improvisations”. Most of
these authors are of the opinion that it is necessary to reduce and control the dominating influence of politics
over economy, moreover, institutes are supposed to dominate both – political and economic life. It would
be quite appropriate to mention here M. Mann (2014) who proved that actions of central authorities in
underdeveloped countries are predetermined by an intricate combination of political, economic and
ideological sources. So, how did this happen? Public authorities indeed have been using the neoliberal
model, but only with the ideological purposes! Economic neoliberalism has made the institute of public
regulation the key enemy of the society. Economic radicalism is now being implemented under the slogan
of “minimum intrusion of the state”. In fact, the market is mostly being ignored, except for those cases
when specific interests of some small privileged groups must be followed. Market today is being substituted
by the distributive coalitions and raider ideologies of quasi-neoliberalism (Draskovic, 2010, 2014; Jovovic,
2012; Draskovich M., Draskovich V. and Bilan, 2016). And these small groups of the most privileged are
parasiting on public policies’ use in their own interests, substituting the real market mechanisms by the
monopolistic quasi-competition and semi-legal acquisition of public property. Thus, these small groups are
using non-market methods for own enrichment, and this lead the majority to perceive public authorities, all
public policies and actions as the acts of “predatory state” (Marcouiller and Young, 1995).
This perverted individualism of the few most priviliged has quickly found its own placed as a socially
approved norm. This, in turn, has lead to quick spread of opportunistic behavior, network corruption and
other forms of alternative social institutes. Some authors (e.g., Landes, 1998, p. 516; Draskovic, 2014, p.
22) explain these trends by the underdevelopment of sociocultural capital. Moreover, further spread of these
alternative institutes has led to further erosion of sociocultural capital and as a result – to constant
reproduction of economic and social crises, with already typical accompanying consequences: value crisis in
the society, dogmatism, negative selection, poverty, inequality and unfair selection, neglection of legislation,
inflexibility of public bodies to change etc.
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4. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT UNDER „KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY“
Within the „knowledge economy“ (also known as „new economy“) the role of intellectual component
of capital is growing every day. Information as the most obvious intangible factor today predetermines the
use of new communications and their convergence. This, in turn, leads to society consolidation in many
fields of economic and social activities. The growth of information economy has its own, new organizational
logic which is preconditioned by the ongoing process of technological change. Introduction and full
functioning of knowledge economy has certain preconditions, namely, there must be national guarantees
for social freedom, and also well-developed system of education, high quality of institutional environment
overall and very specific rules of doing business, as well as reasonable balance between state control and
market freedom. Lack or underdevelopment of any of these components make „knowledge economy“ just
a vox, and nothing else.
Today, in the era of knowledge economy, any national economic policy must rest on the following core
principles: a) development of sciences and technologies must be the core factor of economic growth; b)
favourable investment climate must attract investments, and mainly into the top-priority high-tech sectors;
c) institutional environment must be flexible enough in all sectors of the economy (the so-called institutional
pluralism), especially when it comes to national regulation which must be always ready to respond promptly
and adequatly to market failures, especially when these failures are somehow related to education and
science; d) competitiveness of production capacities must be supported by means of stimulating innovations
related to higher performance and/or labor productivity; e) human resources at key productions must be
timely and adequatly retrained so that to be ready to respond to risks, sudden changes and crisis; f) all new
organizational changes must positively contribute to the economy, social life and/or legal field.
The overall structure of knowledge economy consists of human capital, information & communication
technologies, innovations and some other components (for more details – see Figure 2).

Figure 2. The model of economic growth and economic development under „knowledge
economy“
Source: Cornett, 2009, p. 405.
Factors with dominating influence on economic development (according to our literature review) are
presented in Figure 2. As we can see, stable development depends on a whole range of driving forces,
including: access to human capital, quality and rate of innovations, availability of soft and hard infrastructure,
current rate of welfare, institutional structures and finally, entrepreneural activity (Cornett, 2009; Naudé et
al. 2008; Audretsch and Keilbach, 2004).
Assuming that the following statements are true:
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a) institutional development has its positive influence on economic growth and economic
development;
b) economic development directly (through better motivation and more active investment in
education and sciency) as well as indirectly (through creation of better living conditions: high
wages for researchers, scientists and engineers; better communications and more access to
information and statistics etc.) influences the growth of expert knowledge and innovations,
we can make a conclusion that there exist indeed strong interdependencies and feedback relations, as
demonstrated in Figure 3 (social innovations are shown with curved arrows).

Figure 3. Social innovations and the development formula within knowledge economy
Source: V. Draskovic, R. Jovovic and M. Draskovic, 2013, p. 17
The dependence „institutes – economic development – investments in knowledge – innovations –
increased level of knowledge“ can be analyzed and interpreted in many different ways, however, their mutual
dependence is already real and meaningul in today's economic reality, and for this matter we are indeed
living in the times of „knowledge economy“.

Figure 4. GEM's conceptual model of economic growth
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Source: Reynolds, 1999, pp. 9-10; Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2014 Global Report, pp. 13-14.
The conceptual frameworks of GEM have been defined in 1999 (Figure 4), and unlike more traditional
models of national economic growth, the former clearly shows that national economy's growth is the results
of human efforts and availability of opporunities to take these efforts. It also shows that this process is
taking place in the interaction with the environment.

5. CONCLUSION
Many theoretical and empirical studies have already discovered and proved there exists a direct
correlation between institutional development of a country and its economic development (D. North, D.
Acemoglu et al.) as well as between the level of knowledge and economic development. On these grounds
we can assume that it would be logical to unite the cause-effect relations here: development based on
knowledge (and investments in knowledge), institutes and their changes, economic development and
economic growth – and this article we presented this graphically, inter alia.
This constant interconnection of various spheres – institutional, economic, social, cognitive etc. – is
the necessary precondition for the formation of some sort of platform for further modelling of institutional
behavior of economic agents. This modelling is supposed to be adequate to the actual real situation,
specifically – in the countries of post-Soviet and post-socialistics space. At the same time, such modelling
attempts must not be limited to economies in transition only. We assume that modelling of institutional
behavior of the economies would have some common features, regardless the history of a country and the
level of its economic development.
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